
6 Degree Bagger Tree Instructions

Press neck stem down until C clip touches the top tree surface. DO NOT press further

23” Bolt on Bagger Tree



Pickard USA 6 Degree Bagger Tree Hardware Kit Diagram

Installation Kit Includes:

1. (4) Washers
2. (2) 3/8-16 x 1/2” Bolt
3. (4) 1/4-28 x 1” Bolt
4. (4) 3/8-16 x 1.25” Bolt
5. (1) C-Clip for Neck Stem
6. (1) 5/16 x 1/2” Bolt
7. (1) 5/16 x 3/4” Bolt
8. (1) 5/16 x 1-1/4” Bolt
9. (2) 1/2-13 Button Head Bolt
10. (2) PVC Pre Load Spacers
11. (1) Neck Stem Cap
12. (1) Bearing Dust Shield
13. (1) Neck Bearing
14. (2) Neck Stem
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Pre Load Washer

Pre Load Washer

Pre Load Spacer

pre load

pre load

extended fork stops

pre load

fork stop

This brake line slot is only used when running custom brake lines.  Stock

brake lines will not fit through these slots.
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You will reuse your stock handlebar bushings



top tree

On the top tree, there are (2) 3/8-16 tapped

holes for the turn stops.  Install the bolts to limit

how far the front end can turn.  This will still 

allow you to lock your front forks. 



*Alternate front and back set screws

when tightening to avoid binding neck stem

See *NOTES* below for setting endplay 

*NOTES* How to set endplay
Once the front end if off the ground, pull up on the front axle

to check for any play.  Slowly tighten the lower neck stem cap

until all vertical play is eliminated.  Next, check your fall away.

Push your bars to one side and let go.  The front end should come

back to center by itself.  If the front end goes too far past center on

its own, tighten the neck stem cap again.  Once your fall away is set

swing the front end left and right to make sure there is no drag on 

the neck bearings.  Too tight or too loose on your endplay will have

a negative effect on your bike’s handling.  



Extended Fork Stop (PN: 1046)

PN:

When running our 1” lowering kit, you must use the extended fork stops

PN:1046.  This will prevent your fender from crashing into your bottom

tree. Make sure your dampener rod is stock length, which is 7.25”.  This 

is VERY important.  The extended fork stops will replace the stock fork stops 

on the bottom of your dampener rod.  To lower the bike 1”, disassemble your 

stock forks and remove the main spring and the lower dampener spring.  Replace the 2 

stock springs in each leg with our springs.  Make sure you put the tighter

wound portion of the main spring towards the bottom of the fork tube.  

Reassemble the forks and slide the extended fork stop onto the bottom of the

dampener rod and use the longer bolt and crush washer to secure the legs.
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4. (2)  Dampener Spring
5. (2) Main Spring

*must use STOCK length dampener rod (7.25”) with our lowering kit*
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